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Abstract. The internal forces at the end of pier, anti-push stiffness at the pier top, and seismic 
forces distribution law of one-way slope bridge with high and low pier, continuous beam and 
ordinary laminated rubber or lead-rubber bearing in mountains were analyzed by inputting 
EL-centro earthquake wave into 21 kinds of working conditions which were built on 3 kinds of 
boundary conditions and 7 kinds of piers with different height by adopting finite element analysis 
method. The results show that under the axial + vertical seismic action and transverse + vertical 
seismic action, the high pier with larger and smaller stiffness will respectively withstand major 
seismic loads, and with the increase of pier height, the seismic force gap between low and high 
piers is also increasingly larger; the earthquake forces of the pier bottoms along both directions can 
be reduced if the LRB is adopted, but the seismic isolation effect will gradually decrease until loses 
when the pier height raises to a certain value; the shock absorption effect is not obvious for the high 
pier with less stiffness of LRB and is obvious for the low pier with larger stiffness. 

Introduction 

With the implementation of the western development strategy of China, more and more bridges 
across the valley and mountain will be constructed. The difference between the regular bridge and 
the beam bridge with high and low piers in mountainous area can be distinguished by the difference 
of pier height from the macroscopic point of view. But in terms of the dynamic response 
characteristics and seismic design method under earthquake action [1], there is a big difference 
between them. Due to the complexity of the seismic response of the high and low piers bridge in the 
mountain area, it is often difficult to predict the response in the actual earthquake situation relying 
only on the current standard design. 

At present, there are some achievements in the study of high piers [2-5]. However, there is no 
systematic research and analysis on the seismic response characteristics and seismic isolation of 
high and low piers. In the mountainous area, the unidirectional slope girder bridge, which is 
crossing the valley, deep ditch and hills, is serious uneven in mass and rigidity due to the height 
difference of adjacent piers. The seismic response of the bridge under the earthquake is very 
complicated and the seismic force distribution is not obvious. So it is very urgent to study the 
seismic response characteristics and seismic isolation. In this paper, the seismic response of 
unidirectional slope bridge with high and low piers under different bridge supports is studied, and 
some characteristics of seismic isolation design are obtained, which can provide reference for the 
design of similar type bridge. 
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Condition placement and earthquake input 

Now a 4×40+4×40 first simply supported then continuously supported T-beam bridge (shown in 
Fig 1) is assumed. There are 4 holes and 3 expansion joints. The prestressed concrete T-beam with a 
beam height of 2.4m, a rib thickness of 0.2m and a horseshoe width of 0.5m is adopted in 
superstructure. The side beam width is 2m, the medium beam width is 1.8m and the wet seam width 
is 0.65m. The full width of bridge structure is 12m. The rectangular pier (with a rectangular base) 
and pile foundation are used. The cap size is 
7.5m × 7.5m with a thickness of 3m. The 
80-type and 160-type expansion joints are 
used at abutment and piers. Hollow pier is 
used in calculation. The transverse and along 
the bridge size is 2.5m and 5.0m with equal 
section. 

Fig1. Unidirectional slope Bridge 
According to the type of bearing, three kinds of boundaries are analyzed in this paper. In the 

boundary 1 of the ordinary plate rubber bearing, the shear rigidity is set at the longitudinal bridge 
direction and the transverse bridge is fixed; in the boundary 2 of the ordinary plate rubber bearing. 
The middle pier is fixed and the else piers are set the shear stiffness in longitudinal direction, and all 
piers are fixed in transverse bridge direction.  

In the boundary 3 of the lead-isolated rubber bearing, shear rigidities are both set along 
longitudinal and cross bridge direction. There are 9 conditions (i-j, i =1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3), where i is 
the boundary condition number and j is the pier high number, as shown in Table 1. 

Table1 Pier height layout at each condition 
Serial number h1(m) h2(m) h3(m) h4(m) h5(m) h6(m) h7(m) Adjacent height difference 

1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 
2 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 10 
3 25 40 55 70 85 100 115 15 

In this calculation, in three kinds of borders, two kinds of bearings are used to simulate them. 
The plate rubber bearing GYZF450×101 type and GYZ650×130 type are adopted. The horizontal 
stiffness and vertical stiffness of the plate rubber bearing can be calculated as 3493 kN/m (middle 
pier) and 2240kN / m (side) by [6]. Y4Q670 type and Y4Q470 type lead rubber bearing are used. 
By calculating the lead rubber bearing horizontal elastic stiffness and yield stiffness were 
10800kN/m, 162kN (middle pier) and 8100kN/m, 81kN (side pier). In the time-history analysis in 
this paper, EL-centro wave is used, and the model has been motivated continuously. Seismic wave 
input is used in the following two ways: ①transverse +0.65 vertical direction; ②in longitudinal 
+0.65 vertical direction. 

Comparison and Analysis of Pier Bottom Internal Force 

Under the three boundary conditions, the seismic waves are input respectively in longitudinal 
direction +vertical direction and transverse + vertical direction. Through the calculation of the finite 
element program midas civil, the internal force values of the seismic response on the pier bottom 
section are obtained under each working condition. The bottom internal forces (shear and bending 
moments) under the same pier height are compared under different conditions, and the conclusions 
are as follows(shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3): 
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(1)Under the x + z earthquake and the boundary condition 2, the shear force of the bottom of the 
second fixed pier with the height of 20m is larger than those at the other boundary conditions about 
3 times. The pier bottom shear forces of the 6# fixed pier (with a height of 40m) and other piers are 
close. They are about 1/3 of the shear force of the 2# pier, and the remaining trends are the same 
with the case 1. Under the boundary condition 3, the bottom shear force of each pier is reduced to a 
lesser extent. When the seismic wave is put along the bridge, the 2# pier of each span bears most of 
the moment of the earthquake under boundary conditions 1,2. But with the increase in the height of 
the pier, the bottom bending moment reduces. Under the boundary condition 3, the bottom moment 
is reduced to a lesser extent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)x+z                             (b)y+z 
Fig2. 1-3、2-3、3-3 shear contrast under earthquake working conditions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)x+z                             (b)y+z 
Fig3. 1-3、2-3、3-3 moment contrast under earthquake working conditions 

(2) Under the action of y + z earthquake a nd boundary conditions 1,2, the W-shaped shear 
distribution tendency is shown in each working condition. That is, the shear force of the pier bottom 
of 1, 4 and 7 pier is large, and the rest is little. Under the boundary condition 3, each shear force of 
the pier bottom is obviously reduced, and the shock absorption effect is remarkable. Under 
boundary conditions 1 and 2 and the same conditions, bending moments of the piers are small at 
both ends and large in the middle. Overall, the pier moments are also gradually increased as the pier 
height increases, but when the height increases to a certain height, the bending moment reduces. 
Under the boundary condition 3, with the increase of the pier height, the shock absorption effect is 
obvious for the dwarf pier and gradually reduced with the pier height increased. 
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Calculation of anti-pushing rigidity of pier top 

The anti-pushing rigidity of pier top is the force required to produce the horizontal unit 
displacement of the pier at the top of the pier. In the mountains there are a large number of one-way 
slope bridge, bridges across valley and mountain and others. These bridges have a common 
characteristic, that is, adjacent bridge piers have a large height difference, so that the stiffness of the 
piers and the pier vibration cycles also have a large difference. The forces of beam bridges with 
high and low piers are not so even, regular and have similar dynamic characteristics as the beam 
bridge with the same pier height. 

The bearings and piers can be seen as two different springs with different elastic coefficients. 
The connection between them can be regarded as the series of springs. It can be seen from the 
elastic mechanics that the elasticity k after their series is: 

1 2

1 2

= k kk
k k

×
+

                                        (1) 

Table2 anti-pushing rigidity ratio of pier top under boundary 1 

Working 
condition 

1-1 

Height of pier(m) 15  20  25  30  35  40  45  
anti-pushing rigidity in longitudinal 

combination (kN/m) 0.17  0.22  0.18  0.17  0.11  0.09  0.06 

anti-pushing rigidity in transverse 
combination (kN/m) 0.12  0.18  0.17  0.19  0.14  0.12  0.08 

Working 
condition 

1-2 

Height of pier(m) 20  30  40  50  60  70  80  
anti-pushing rigidity in longitudinal 

combination (kN/m) 0.29  0.28  0.17  0.11  0.07  0.04  0.03 

anti-pushing rigidity in transverse 
combination (kN/m) 0.19  0.25  0.19  0.16  0.10  0.07  0.05 

Working 
condition 

1-3 

Height of pier(m) 25  40  55  70  85  100  115  
anti-pushing rigidity in longitudinal 

combination (kN/m) 0.42  0.28  0.14  0.07  0.04  0.03  0.02 

anti-pushing rigidity in transverse 
combination (kN/m) 0.28  0.29  0.18  0.11  0.07  0.04  0.03 

Where k is the anti-pushing rigidity on the pier top; k1 is the anti-pushing rigidity of the pier body, 
3

1 3 /k EI l= ; E is the elastic modulus of the pier; I is the inertia moment of cross section of the pier; 

l is the pier height; G is the shear modulus of rubber bearing; A is the rubber bearing area (m2); t is 
the total thickness of rubber layer of plate rubber bearing (m); m is the rows number of pier bearing; 

n is the number of bearings in a single row, and the elasticity of the bearing is 2 /k mnAG t= . 

From the formula (1), the anti-pushing rigidities of pier top of continuous rigid frame bridge 
under various boundary conditions is calculated. In order to make the analysis more clear and 
intuitive, the anti-pushing rigidities of pier top under the same condition are normalized treated (that 
is, each pier is regarded as to be paralleled with the main beam and the ground, so the total stiffness 
of the bridge is equal to the sum of the stiffness of the piers. The ratio of the stiffness of each pier to 
the total stiffness respectively is obtained), and the ratio of the anti-pushing rigidities of pier top is 
obtained. In working condition 2, the bearing of middle pier top in each league will be assumed to 
be fixed along and across the bridge, and the rest of the bearing layout is the same with the working 
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condition 1. For the fixed pier, the pier is rigidly connected through the fixed bearing with the upper 
structure. The rigidity of fixed bearing can be regarded as infinite, that is k2 tends to infinity. We 
can get k = k1 with (1), that is, the anti-pushing rigidities of fixed pier and pier top are equal. The 
anti-pushing rigidities of pier top under working condition 3 can be obtained similarly. Table 1 lists 
the rigidity ratios under working condition 1. 

Conclusions 

(1) Under the action of longitudinal direction +vertical earthquake, the lower pier with large rigidity 
is subjected to the main seismic load. On the whole, with the increase of the pier height, the 
difference of the seismic force between the low pier and the high pier is larger and larger. Under the 
action of transverse bridge + vertical earthquake, the high pier with smaller rigidity will bear the 
main earthquake load, and with the increase of the pier height, the gap between the low and high 
pier is bigger and bigger. 

(2) Under the action of longitudinal direction +vertical earthquake, the seismic force of the pier 
bottom can be reduced by the use of the lead-bearing rubber isolation bearing. As the pier height 
increases, the isolation effect will be gradually increased. But when the pier height increased to a 
certain height, the isolation effect of the lead rubber isolation bearing will be gradually reduced 
until the loss of isolation effect, and the end of the seismic force will be greater than the pier 
without it. Under the action of transverse bridge + vertical earthquake, the situation is the similar. 

(3) The shock absorber effect of the high pier of the lead bearing rubber bearing with small 
rigidity is not obvious, but is obvious for the low pier with large rigidity. So the lead rubber bearing 
can only be set in the low pier, side pier and abutment, which can make the layout of the isolation 
measures more economical and reasonable. 
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